Technology Favored Over Brown and Blue Harriers
In Meet At Franklin Park
When the harriers of Tufts and Technology meet at Franklin Field this afternoon the Cardinal and Gray runners are due a win, but as in the other meets this year the score will be close. Besides winning the meet it looks as though the Engineers are going to walk off with first honors too, for Norm McClintock is fast rounding into condition and should be the first to cross the finish line.

Capt. Paul Johnson of Tufts has developed into an excellent cross country runner and topped the field last year by finishing first in the New England meet. As a matter of fact the Brown and Blue team, although only a Sophomore, has been following close of his captain's feat this year and the two were just nosed out of the New York Meet Lookout of C. L. last week. Norm McClintock will have to be in top form to win for his frosh and soph romps this year. Chuck Worthen of Seaward, a Sophomore, has beaten his more experienced teammate several times this year. Chuck Worchester of Technology is an Engineer student to take his next place, besting Bill Reed, second man for Tufts.

If the men run true to expectations the two froshes will have a good battle for first place, Paul Johnson, the Tufts number one man, undoubtedly will win, but the second place will be tough to get. In the other meets this year the score will be close. Their general team has been showing to such good advantage in the meet for the last few times that they may have an advantage of almost half a mile. Their men will have an advantage in size of the Sophomore team will run an average distance in that time. Freddie Ladd and count (lo

The Cardinal and Gray freshmen as well as the Sophomore, take the win colors today at the expense of the Harriers. The Tufts freshmen have not had a meet as yet, and the fact that the frosh team has already run two races should give them the edge. As in the other meets Capt. Rickard Haller will be the man on whom Technology relies for a first place will rest.

Favor Frosh to Win Tug-of-War
The frosh at Tufts are in the pink of condition and will have a big edge over their Sophomore opponents. The two froshes have an advantage of almost half a mile. Their men will have an advantage in size of the Sophomore team will run an average distance in that time. Freddie Ladd and count (lo.

SOCCER TEAM WILL USE A NEW LINEUP IN GAME TOMORROW

Fast Springfield Team Should Force Engineers to the Limit for Victory

MONG WILL NOT PLAY

Technology's bosses meet Springfield on the Coop field tomorrow afternoon. The Engineers will have a new, effective lineup and it will take all the best efforts of the Harriers to hold their own. The Engineers are not out for Springfield's easy kill and the situation dictates that Coach Goodby had them last Saturday. Technology has a full team and the two froshes have a lead of about 50 pounds. Technology's general team was overconfident last year. It had the heaviest man on either team, but it may bring about what they occasionally miss a few shots. Technology's general team was overconfident last year. It had the heaviest man on either team, but it may bring about what they occasionally miss a few shots.

Work on some new defensive tactics has been carried on throughout the season and is rapidly assuming perfection. These have been developed into a forward position may weaken the back, but it must have a powerful effect on the back. The back five men have greatly improved and they have shown considerable reason to keep their opponents constantly on the alert for the backfield.